This programme comprises of a structured training and
development

programme,

including

much

interactive

learning, that will also involve frequent reviews, supervision
and mentoring supports, in order to give new-entrants the
opportunity to develop their professional skills as required
for a long term career in the Civil Service..

New Civil Service Graduate
Development Programme
Launched, 25 May 2015
Hi all,
Another week, another update! We were delighted to see
that

the

new

Civil

Service

Graduate

Development

Programme was launched early last week. This programme
kicked off this week in Dublin with a 1-day introductory

The

programme

has

been

jointly

designed

by

the

conference for the first group of 40 graduates who will be

Department of Public Expenditure and Reform, a Civil

undertaking the programme.

Service Working Group and the Irish Management Institute
(IMI) and will facilitate participants in gaining new skills and

This new Development Programme aims to provide new-

knowledge

through

a

combination

of

project-based,

entrants with learning and development opportunities in

interactive and independent learning as well as formal

order to assist them in their varied roles across the Civil

training and accredited learning. This experience aims to

Service and to help them to further and enhance their

help foster independent analytical thinking, develop skills in

professional careers. Entrants will have the opportunity to

areas such as interpersonal skills, decision making and

obtain a wide range of experience and secure valuable

delivery of results,

professional learning. The overall aim of the programme will

help encourage graduates to make a positive contribution to

be to provide ongoing support to ensure the new intake

the Irish Public Service and Irish society broadly.

nurture leadership potential and also

feel equipped to manage the challenges of their new
environment and role.

The introductory day last Monday 25th May 2015 concluded
last week with a great tour around the Houses of the
Oireachtas including a visit to the Dáil and Seanad
Chambers for all involved. We hope the new recruits
enjoyed the experience and are really excited about getting
involved in this Graduate Development programme over the
coming months. We look forward to hearing from them as
the Programme progresses. To get an insight into how the
Induction day went last week, be sure to have a look at the
photos below taken at the event.

A selection of photos from the Introductory Conference in The Atrium of the
Department of Justice & Equality, featuring new graduate entrants and speakers.
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